approach

Technische Fakultät

by car:
Motorway A5, exit “Freiburg Mitte” towards the city center (“Stadtmitte”)
B 31 A, fourth exit towards “Sportzentrum West / Uni-Klinik”
Berliner Allee straight for about 1 km to the seventh traffic light, after the S-bahn line the Solar
Info Center is situated right at the traffic lights. Please use the car park of “Messe Freiburg” 300
meters ahead (see next page).

By tram or train
At 10-minute-intervals, the tram line 4 to “Messe” will take you from central station to the final
destination “Technische Fakultät”, which lies right next to the Solar Info Centre, on Berliner
Allee. The estimated travel time is about 10 minutes.
Taking the Breisgau S-Bahn from Freiburg central station to "Breisach”, you get out at the stop
Freiburg Messe / Universität and walk in the direction of the 4-lane road Berliner Allee. Cross
the road at the pedestrian crossing. The Solar Info Center with the ETAGE Conference Center
is located directly in front of you. The estimated travel time is about 3minutes, plus the walking
time of 3 minutes.
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parking

The ETAGE Conference Center is situated on the 1st floor of the Solar Info Center, next to the “Messe”.
Follow the information system for “Messe Freiburg” and you will reach the fairground. Here you can park
on the large car park in front of the exhibition halls (number 1 or 2). Follow the footpath along the
Madisonallee in direction of the “S-Bahn” (about 300m), and you walk directly towards the ETAGE
Conference Center. You reach your goal after about 5 minutes.

parking possibilities
Car park in front of the exhibition halls,
usually free of charge; in exceptional
cases daily fee € 3
Underground parking Solar Info Center 30
visitor parking spaces marked in green,
daily fee € 3
Visitor parking lot in front of the Solar Info
Center 4 Short-term parking for loading
and unloading
Access Messe Freiburg
Footpath to the ETAGE Conference
Center, about 300m
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